Transportation & Driving

You may be wondering what transportation options are available to you in and around New Haven. Learn more about transportation options and driving in the U.S. by clicking on the links below.

As you get to know your new home, you'll discover that New Haven is a compact town with a local bus system [1] and train services [2] connecting the city with the neighboring towns, as well as with New York City and Boston. All of these options make it easy to explore New Haven and beyond.

Hub Page View:

---

**Getting to Yale**

Everything you need to know about flying into the U.S. and getting from the airport to New Haven.

---

[3]
Transportation In & Around New Haven

From walking to biking to the Yale Shuttle, check out these resources on making your way around town.

[4]
Driving in the U.S.

If you plan to drive in the U.S., you may want to obtain an International Driver's Permit before you leave.

[5]
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